The data in this map are 2-way volumes collected on a single weekday in 2014, factored to represent the average September/October volume. Factors were calculated using the permanent count station located at the Peace Bridge. The data came from a variety of sources including:

- 6 hour bike turning movements
- 16 hour screenlines (cordon counts)
- 24 hour count stations/Miovision count

6 hour counts were factored by 1.78 to estimate 16 hour volumes using screenline and automated counter data. Only segments, within the map boundary, where 2014 data was available, are depicted on this map.

The City of Calgary provides this information in good faith but provides no warranty, nor accepts any liability arising from any incorrect, incomplete or misleading information or its improper use. If you have questions, require clarification or would like more details on this data please call 311.
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